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S.L CIF: B54465794

Reference

671162

Operation

For sale

Building Type

Resale

Location

Property Type

Bedrooms / Bathrooms

4 / 5

Size

260 m  Build / 1000 m  Plot

Price

1,250,000

Villa for sale in Javea

A place where privacy and luxury take center stage. Exclusive villas in the Bay of Portichol, Jávea. Four exclusive single-
family homes surrounded by nature that provide privacy to its residents, these villas feature avant-garde design, and their
own plot, and are located just a few meters from the sea.. . The four unique homes have a modern and functional design
and are located in an exceptional corner of Jávea. . Their high-quality finishes, personalized touches, and exclusive location
make a true luxury by the Mediterranean Sea.. Large open living and modern kitchen, an outdoor kitchen and pool, and a
large terrace, 4 bedrooms en 5 bathrooms. Underfloor heating and aircon in the villa.. . Spacious open-concept spaces,
large windows to bring in natural light, outdoor ambiance with pool and outdoor dining and living area with kitchen, high-
quality materials... Each villa has been meticulously designed to offer an oasis of comfort and exclusivity to its owners,
paying attention to every detail.. . FIRST FLOOR: Driveway entrance. Entrance access, parking space for 2 cars minimum,
garden. Entrance hall, bathroom, staircase, bedroom, open concept floor (kitchen, living room with fireplace and dining
room with double height), porch, terrace, bathroom with outside entrance, pool, outdoor kitchen, and outdoor dining-
living. . SECOND FLOOR: Hallway, laundry room, two bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms and fitted wardrobes. Master
bedroom with walk-in closet and ensuite double bathroom. Terrace.. . For more information, please contact us!.
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